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Despite the known influence of anatomic variability on internal dosim-
etry, dosimetry for 18F-FDGandother diagnostic radiopharmaceuticals
is routinely derived using reference phantoms, which embody
population-averagedmorphometry for a given age and sex. Moreover,
phantom format affects dosimetry estimates to a varying extent. Here,
we applied newly developed mesh format reference phantoms and a
patient-dependent phantom library to assess the impact of height,
weight, and body contour variation on dosimetry of 18F-FDG. We
compared the mesh reference phantom dosimetry estimates with
corresponding estimates fromcommonsoftware to identify differences
related to phantom format or software implementation. Our study
serves as an example of how more precise patient size–dependent
dosimetrymethodologycouldbeperformed.Methods:Absorbeddose
coefficientswerecomputed for theadultmesh referencephantomsand
for a derivative patient-dependent phantom series by Monte Carlo
simulation using the Particle and Heavy Ion Transport Code System
(PHITS)within the software calledPARaDIM (PHITS-BasedApplication
for Radionuclide Dosimetry in Meshes). The dose coefficients were
compared with reference absorbed dose coefficients obtained from
InternationalCommissiononRadiologicalProtectionpublication128or
weregenerated using software includingOLINDA2.1,OLINDA1.1, and
IDAC-Dose2.1.Results:Differences indosimetryarisingfromanatomic
variations were shown to be significant, with detriment-weighted dose
coefficients for thepercentile-specificphantomsvaryingbyupto640%
relative to the corresponding reference phantom effective dose
coefficients, irrespective of phantom format. Similar variations were
seen in the individual organ absorbed dose coefficients for the
percentile-specific phantoms relative to the reference phantoms. The
effective dose coefficient for the mesh reference adult was 0.017mSv/
MBq, which was 5% higher than estimated by a corresponding voxel
phantom and 10% lower than estimated by the stylized phantom
format. Conclusion: We observed notable variability in 18F-FDG
dosimetry across morphometrically different patients, supporting the
use of patient-dependent phantoms for more accurate dosimetric
estimations relative to standard referencedosimetry. Themethodology
employed may help in optimizing imaging protocols and research
studies, in particular when longer-lived isotopes are used.
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The most widely used diagnostic radiopharmaceutical in
oncology is 18F-FDG, with 2.2million clinical PET scans performed
across U.S. facilities in 2019 (1). The typical effective dose from
18F-FDG imaging is approximately 10mSv and is considered low
(2,3). Nevertheless, the increasing use of radiation-based medical
imaging over the past several decades has led to concerns about
possible detriment, and these concerns have precipitated campaigns
such as Image Wisely (adult patients) and Image Gently (pediatric
patients) (4,5). A cornerstone of those campaigns is attention to
optimization. Accurate dosimetry is fundamental to understanding
relationships between radiation dose and patient detriment and is
needed to provide objective recommendations for administered
activity for different patient populations (6).
Dosimetry estimates in nuclear medicine are derived usingMonte

Carlo–based dose calculations incorporating computerized repre-
sentations of anatomy known as computational phantoms. The
accuracy of these estimates depends on the degree towhich anatomic
features of the patient are modeled within the phantom. Virtually all
routine dosimetry estimates for 18F-FDG in adult patients have used
standard reference (i.e., non–patient-specific) phantoms to represent
patient anatomy. Reference phantoms serve to define an average
patient based on only age and sex criteria; they do not consider
differing body sizes and organ dimensions, which may influence
absorbed dose calculations by 20%–60% (7). The geometric format
(e.g., mesh, voxel, stylized, or hybrid) used to define the phantom
anatomy further influences dose calculations. Despite the availabil-
ity of more modern formats, stylized adult phantoms (8,9) as

described in International Commission on Radiological Protection
(ICRP) publication 23 (10) continue to be routinely used in nuclear
medicine dosimetry software and provide the underpinning for dose
coefficients promulgated in currently accepted sources of radio-
pharmaceutical reference data (7). Limitations of stylized phantoms
include reliance on simple linear and quadratic surface equations,
which coarsely approximate human anatomy and generally under-

estimate organ cross-dose contributions for low-energy photons.
Progress in computational phantom and Monte Carlo code devel-
opment (11–18) now enables more accurate dosimetry protocols,
which will support dosimetry research, optimization of clinical
imaging protocols, and planning of research studies.
The ICRP recently developed mesh format reference computa-

tional phantoms for the adult male and female, and these phantoms
provide anatomically more realistic representations of the human
body (Fig. 1) (19). For example, these phantoms define numerous
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additional source and target regions and define small, thin, or
complex radiosensitive target regions impractical to treat using
voxel or stylized phantom formats. More recently, the adult mesh
reference phantoms were reshaped and scaled to match Caucasian
patient population-dependent parameters extracted from anthropo-
metric survey data (20,21)––culminating in an additional 9 male and
9 female phantoms representing the 10th, 50th, and 90th percentiles
of standing height and weight for the adult Caucasian population.
Termed the percentile-specific phantom series, these 18 phantoms
are morphometrically considered patient-dependent phantoms and
foster research into dosimetric implications of adult patient size
variability across population subsets (22).
A primary objective of this work was to assess differences in 18F-

FDG dose coefficient estimations using a patient-dependent dosim-
etry paradigm, in comparison to standard one-size-fits-all reference
dosimetry. We therefore calculated dosimetry estimates across a
series of current-generation mesh patient-dependent phantoms to
evaluate the differences arising from anatomic variability. We also
investigated differences due to phantom format by comparing dose
coefficients derived using the mesh reference phantoms with those
obtained using stylized reference phantoms, voxel reference
phantoms, or hybrid reference phantoms.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Biokinetic Data for 18F-FDG
Biokinetic data for 18F-FDG, in the form of time-integrated activity

coefficients (TIACs) (23) for the brain, heart wall, lungs, liver, urinary
bladder contents, and rest of body, were obtained from the ICRP 128 (7)
radiopharmaceutical data compendium (Table 1). The TIAC for the lung
region provided in ICRP 128 applies to both lungs jointly; however, in
themesh phantoms, the lungs aremodeled as separate regions, with each
requiring an input TIAC. Therefore, the lung TIACwas divided between
the right and left lung regions by mass fraction (relative to the total lung
mass). Similarly, the rest-of-body TIAC was divided among the regions

it comprises by tissue mass fraction (relative to the total tissue mass of
the rest of the body).

Absorbed Dose Calculations with Reference- and
Patient-Dependent Mesh Phantoms

Absorbed dose coefficients (in units of mGy/MBq administered activity)
for the explicitly defined mesh reference and percentile-specific phantom
regions were computed by direct Monte Carlo simulation using the Particle
and Heavy Ion Transport Code System (PHITS) (c)–based (14) PHITS
Application for Radionuclide Dosimetry in Meshes (PARaDIM) software
(17). Each simulation was configured using the multisource absorbed dose
mode of PARaDIM,which generates both region-levelmean absorbed dose
coefficients and a 3-dimensional voxelized dose map (here, sampled at
1.0-cm isotropic spatial resolution). The material surrounding the phantom
was defined as void. In total, 107 historieswere simulated for each phantom.
PARaDIM defaults for physical models were used, which specified the
PHITS–electron g-shower 5 method for treatment of multiple scattering,
explicit treatment of fluorescent x-rays, consideration of Rayleigh and
incoherent scattering, and consideration of electron-impact ionization.
Sampling was used for determination of bremsstrahlung polar angles, pair
electron polar angles, and distribution of photoelectrons. Cutoff energies of
1.0 keV were used for both positrons and photons.

The ICRP defines several target regions that comprisemultiple uniquely
defined target regions within the phantoms (e.g., lungs, comprising left and
right lung; kidneys, comprising left and right renal pelvis, cortex, and
medulla). The mean dose to such regions was computed as a mass-
weighted combination of absorbed doses to each subregion:

dmreg5
X

rT2mreg

M rT 2 mregð Þ
M mregð Þ d rT 2 mregð Þ, Eq. 1

where dmreg is the absorbed dose coefficient for a multiregion
target mreg; M rT 2 mregð Þ is the mass of a region rT comprising
the multiregion target; M mregð Þ is the total mass of the multiregion
target; and dðrT 2 mregÞ is the absorbed dose coefficient for a
subregion.

The active marrow and endosteum are implicitly defined within
the spongiosa and marrow cavity regions of the mesh reference
and percentile-specific phantoms; the absorbed dose coefficients for
these specific tissues were derived from those for the corresponding
spongiosa and marrow cavities per the recommendations in ICRP 116,
namely:

dskel AMð Þ5
X

rT2skel

M AM, rT 2 skelð Þ
M AMð Þ d SP, rT 2 skelð Þ Eq. 2

FIGURE 1. Comparison of phantom formats. (Left) MIRD 5 era stylized
adult anthropomorphic phantom (1969;�25 source/target organs) used in
OLINDA 1.0 and ICRP 128. (Middle) ICRP 110 adult male voxel phantom
(2009; 79 source regions, 43 target regions) used in IDAC-Dose 2.1. (Right)
ICRP mesh reference adult male (2020; 190 source regions, 153 target
regions) archetypal example used in this work.

TABLE 1
ICRP 128 Reference Organ TIACs Used in Present Study

Source organ or tissue TIAC (h)

Brain 0.21

Heart wall 0.11

Lungs (alveolar interstitium) 0.079

Liver 0.13

Urinary bladder contents 0.26

Rest of body* 1.7

*Represents all other tissues—except for mineral bone, teeth, air
within body, and contents of gastrointestinal tract—to which
associated TIAC is apportioned on basis of mass.
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X
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1
X
rT

M EC, rT 2 s kelð Þ
M ECð Þ d MM, rT 2 skelð Þ,

Eq. 3

where dskelðAMÞ and dskel ECð Þ are the skeletal-averaged absorbed
dose coefficients for the active marrow and endosteal cells,
respectively; M AM, rT 2 skelð Þ and M EC, rT 2 skelð Þ are the
masses of these tissues in skeletal target region rT 2 skel; M AMð Þ
andM ECð Þ are the total masses of active marrow and endosteal cells
contained within the entire skeleton; and d SP, rT 2 skelð Þ and
dðMM, rT 2 skelÞ are the absorbed dose coefficients for the
spongiosa and medullary marrow regions that encompass the active
marrow and endosteal cells in skeletal region rT .

The effective dose quantity is derived from absorbed dose
calculations and is a widely used concept in diagnostic radiation
dosimetry; it provides a strategy for combining the variable organ doses
into a single stochastic risk-relevant number (24–26). Effective dose
coefficients (27) were computed using the methodology and tissue-
specific weighting factors promulgated in ICRP 103 and ICRP 133,
namely:

e5
X
T

wT

X
R

wR

dmaleT,R 1d
female
T,R

2

" #
, Eq. 4

where e is the effective dose coefficient, wT is the tissue-specific
weighting factor for tissueT , andwR is the radiationweighting factor
for radiation type R (here, taken as unity for 18F positrons and
photons).

By definition, the effective dose is relevant only for the reference
person (i.e., it does not formally apply to height, weight, or otherwise
constrained subsets of the patient population) (23,24). It is also restricted
to the use of sex-averaged organ absorbed doses as per Equation 4. To
gain insight into a similar single-value risk characterization, a related

quantity—the detriment-weighted dose (28–30)—has been previously
introduced; this quantity applies ICRP tissue and radiation weighting
factors but removes the requirement of sex-averaging of organ absorbed
doses, as well as the restriction of nonreference phantom dose values.
The detriment-weighted dose provides a basis for consideration of risk
from stochastic effects of radiation, as relevant to population subsets (as
used here) or potentially individuals, and is used with the justification
that absorbed dose, not patient geometry, is the relevant seat for
quantifying risk:

eS,H,M
DW 5

X
T

wT

X
R

wRd
S,H,M
T,R , Eq. 5

where eS,H,M
DW is the detriment-weighted dose coefficient for a

phantom of sex S, height H, and total-body mass M.

Absorbed Dose Calculations with Reference Voxel, Stylized,
and Hybrid Phantoms

The ICRP 89 adult male and female hybrid reference phantoms (18)
were used in OLINDA 2.1. The adult male and female stylized reference
phantoms were used in OLINDA 1.1, and the ICRP 110 adult voxel
reference phantoms were used in IDAC-Dose 2.1 software. The default
organmasses were used for each phantom in all software. Further details
on the phantoms used are provided in Table 2.

Hardware and Software Specification
An HP Z8 workstation running the Microsoft Windows 10 operating

system and using a 3.6-GHz Intel Xeon 5122 processor was used for all
Monte Carlo calculations.

3D Slicer (version 4.11; www.slicer.org) was used for dose map
visualization, and Paraview (version 5.6.2; www.paraview.org) was
used for 3-dimensional rendering of phantom geometry. Statistical
analysis was performed with GraphPad Prism (version 8.3.1; GraphPad
Software, Inc.).

TABLE 2
Characteristics of Phantoms as Implemented in Software Used in Present Study

Phantom name
(software

implementation)
Morphometric

category Format
Source or target

regions
Tissue-weighting

factors* Reference

Mesh reference
(PARaDIM)

Reference Tetrahedral mesh 190 ICRP 103 (19)

Percentile-specific
(PARaDIM)

Patient-dependent Tetrahedral mesh 190 ICRP 103 (21)

ICRP 89 adult
(OLINDA 2.1)

Reference Hybrid† 27/25 (M); 28/26 (F) ICRP 103 (18,38)

Cristy-Eckerman
adult (OLINDA
1.1)

Reference Stylized 26/25‡ (M); 25/24 (F) ICRP 60 (8,32)

Cristy-Eckerman
adult (ICRP 128)

Reference Stylized 28‡ ICRP 60 (7,8)

ICRP 110 adult
(IDAC-Dose 2.1)

Reference Voxel 79/47 ICRP 103 (39,40)

*Tissue-specific weighting factors applied in computation of effective dose or detriment-weighted dose coefficients.
†Hybrid nonuniform rational basis spline format converted to voxel format during calculations used in preparation for software

implementation.
‡Hermaphroditic phantom containing male/female source/target organs.
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RESULTS

Figure 2 shows voxel-level absorbed dose coefficients for the mesh
reference and percentile-specific phantom series. These 3-dimensional
dosemaps are volume-rendered asmaximum-intensity projections, and
as they were derived under the assumption of uniformly distributed
activity within whole organs, they are intended to reflect spatial
nonuniformity of dose deposition averaged across a patient subpopu-
lation matching the specified height and weight. Region-level mean
absorbed dose coefficients for selected target organs of the phantoms
are presented in Figures 3 and 4. A comprehensive list of dose
coefficients for all defined target regions is provided in Supplemental
Tables 1–8 (supplemental materials are available at http://jnm.
snmjournals.org). The highest absorbed dose coefficients were
observed in the heart wall, followed by the urinary bladder wall and
brain, for the male and female mesh phantoms and their voxel analogs
implemented in IDAC-Dose 2.1 (Fig. 5). In contrast, the urinary bladder
wall was identified as the critical organ in the stylized and hybrid
reference phantom dose estimates, with the bladder wall absorbed dose
coefficients being approximately 2-fold higher than those for the heart
wall (the next most irradiated tissue) and were approximately 2.5-fold
higher than estimated with the mesh reference phantoms. This
discrepancy has been noted previously (17), and here, was the largest
relative deviation in the dose coefficient estimated by the mesh
reference phantoms in comparison to the corresponding stylized and
hybrid phantom estimates. The disagreement can be partially explained
by the methodology applied for determination of specific absorbed
fractions used in derivation of self-irradiation S values (and corre-
spondingly, absorbed dose coefficients) for the urinary bladder of the
stylized phantoms (31,32). Absorbed dose coefficients for the basal cell
layer of the urinary bladder of the mesh reference adults (0.089mGy/
MBq and 0.091 mGy/MBq for adult male and female, respectively;
Supplemental Tables 1 and 2) were more consistent with the stylized
and hybrid phantom bladder dose estimates.
Relative to the referencemesh phantoms of the corresponding sex,

absorbed dose coefficients for most target organs of the percentile-
specific phantom series deviated by 20%–30% for the 10th and 90th
weight percentile extremes. The reference and percentile-specific
estimates converged near the 50th standing-height percentile/50th
weight percentile within the 50th standing-height percentile; this
finding was expected because of the similar body morphometry of
the reference phantoms (176.0 cm/73 kg male; 163 cm/60.0 kg
female) and the 50th standing-height percentile/50th weight per-
centile within the 50th standing-height percentile analogs (176.5 cm/
79.3 kg male; 163.3 cm/64.1 kg female). Of all target tissues,
absorbed dose coefficients for the brain varied the least (in relative
terms) among phantoms of the same sex, primarily because of the
weak dependence of brain mass on body morphometry—partic-
ularly, body mass for a given height.
The effective dose coefficient was calculated as 0.017 mSv/MBq

using the male and female mesh reference phantoms in combination
with the tissue-specific weighting factors of ICRP 103. This
represents an approximately 10% decrease relative to the ICRP
128 estimate of 0.019 mSv/MBq and reflects geometric differences
in the phantoms, tissue-specific weighting factors (Table 2), and lack
of sex-averaging of the ICRP 128 organ doses used to derive the
effective dose. The effective dose coefficient for the ICRP 110 voxel
phantomswas 0.016mSv/MBq (sex-averaged), which agrees within
approximately 5% with the mesh reference phantom estimates; of
note, these phantoms were designed to represent identical geometry
but in different formats.

The detriment-weighted dose coefficient for each of the percentile-
specific phantoms was computed by applying ICRP 103 tissue-
specific weighting factors directly to the associated tissue equivalent
dose coefficients (i.e., not using reference male/female equivalent
dose averaging; Eq. 5). The patient dependence of the detriment-
weighted dose is provided in Figure 6 for the percentile-specific
phantoms. Though the relationships depend on height, weight, sex,
and underlying physical factors (linear energy transfer, attenuation),
the detriment-weighted dose negatively correlates strongly with body
mass (Spearman r520.9505; P, 0.0001) but less strongly with
BMI (Spearman r520.7049; P5 0.0011). Notably, given a
particular sex, the detriment-weighted dose-versus-mass curves for
different height classifications were observed to decrease monoton-
ically. For a given mass, detriment-weighted dose coefficients for
females were larger than for males. Together, these results suggest
that consideration of bodymorphometry, rather than only bodymass,
will further improve dose estimates and optimization strategies.

DISCUSSION

Diagnostic dose measurement has roles in optimization, compar-
ison of techniques and modalities, quality assurance, research and
development, and support of regulatory standards and public health
protection (24). Understanding the variability and uncertainty in
dose estimates is of heightened importance considering repeat
oncologic imaging sessions in which uncertainties must be propa-
gated across multiple imaging sessions throughout disease manage-
ment. The contributing factors for uncertainty in organ-level
absorbed dose calculations (33–35) can include uncertainty in
radionuclide physical decay data, system calibration, Monte Carlo
calculation of energy deposition, bodymorphometry of the patient in
comparison to the phantom representing the patient, and radiophar-
maceutical biokinetics and intraorgan distribution. Of these, the
uncertainty in radionuclide decay data is negligible in most cases,
and uncertainty in Monte Carlo simulations can be minimized with
adequate sampling. In contrast, body morphometry and radiophar-
maceutical biokinetics and intraorgan distribution represent the
principal organ-level dosimetric uncertainties.
Our study addresses uncertainty and variability in body mor-

phometry for specific subsets of the Caucasian patient population,
and we provide patient-dependent dose estimates (with a broad
approximation of the anatomy of height- and weight-defined subsets
of the patient population), in contrast to patient-specific calculations
(which account for the unique anatomy of a specific patient) (22). In
doing so, we have used reference 18F-FDGbiokinetic data in order to
ensure that the variability in the results originates plainly from the
underlying anatomic differences. The biokinetics of 18F-FDG may
vary across patients, such as because of dietary conditions, presence
of tumors, and kidney dysfunction. To our knowledge, the biokinetic
dependence on adult body morphometry has not been comprehen-
sively investigated. Considering the uncertainty in biokinetics, as
well as the impracticality of creating patient-specific phantoms for
routine imaging procedures, there is some rationale for applying
these dose estimates to specific patients by matching them to the
appropriate height and weight percentiles. Such strategies could
support scan-specific dose reporting in nuclear medicine in the near
future.

Role of Patient-Dependent Dose Coefficients in Diagnostic
Nuclear Medicine
Optimization strategies for 18F-FDG should continue to prioritize

the delivery of images of diagnostic quality. The Image Wisely and
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FIGURE 2. Voxel-level absorbed dose coefficients for 18F-FDG. (A) Adult female reference and percentile-specific phantom series juxtaposed with
maximum-intensity projections of their corresponding 18F-FDG voxel dose coefficient maps. (B) Same as A but for adult male. Hx5 xth percentile standing
height; Wy5 yth weight percentile within preceding standing height percentile.
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Image Gently initiatives (4,5) espouse safe and efficacious imaging
by striving to deliver diagnostic images while maintaining radiation
doses as low as reasonably achievable. Our calculations provide
supporting data for patient size–based 18F-FDG administration and
related optimization strategies. At 18F-FDG dose levels expected
clinically, the CIs in risk–dose relationships are currently too broad
to justify the consideration of risk in management of individual
patients (36,37). Therefore, the dose coefficients we have provided

should be used primarily for improved scan-specific dose reporting,
which will enable better elucidation of dose–risk relationships in
epidemiologic studies. Incorporating patient size–dependent varia-
tion in 18F-FDG biokinetics would allow further refinement of the
present dose coefficient estimates and would allow them to be
more confidently used in setting guidelines for administered
activity as a function of adult body morphometry. A greater impact
of morphometry-dependent variation in absorbed dose and

FIGURE 3. (A) Organ-level absorbed dose coefficients for 18F-FDG for female mesh reference computational phantom (MRCP) and comparison with
percentile-specific phantom series. (B) Percentile specific dose coefficients presented as fractional differences relative to reference female. Hx 5 xth

percentile standing height; Wy5 yth weight percentile within preceding standing height percentile.
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detriment-weighted dose coefficients can be expected with longer-
half-life diagnostic radiopharmaceuticals.

Methodologic Considerations
In contrast to the orthodoxmethod of computing dose coefficients

from specific absorbed fraction–derived S-value lookup tables, here
we have computed task-specific dose coefficients via direct Monte
Carlo simulation. The derivation of a complete set of phantom

organ–specific absorbed fractions requires a monumental computa-
tional effort. For example, ICRP 133 provides specific absorbed
fractions for the ICRP 110 series of adult phantoms in 79 unique
source regions across 3 corpuscular radiation types plus photons, and
approximately 20 discrete energies are necessary for interpolation—
effectively requiring over 6,000 individual Monte Carlo simulations
per phantom—but thereafter enabling dose from any radionuclide or
biokinetic dataset to be immediately computed. For the direct

FIGURE 4. (A) Organ-level absorbed dose coefficients for 18F-FDG for male mesh reference computational phantom and comparison with percentile-
specific phantom series. (B) Percentile-specific dose coefficients presented as fractional differences relative to referencemale. Hx5 xth percentile standing
height; MRCP5 mesh reference computational phantom; Wy5 yth weight percentile within preceding standing height percentile.
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approach used here, a single phantom requires a new Monte Carlo
simulation for every biokinetic dataset, but the simulation can be run
on a standard desktop computer on a clinically acceptable timescale.
Thus, future availability of specific absorbed fractions for the mesh
reference–specific and percentile-specific phantoms will increase
flexibility and computation speed, but their current unavailability
should not present a barrier to implementation of these phantoms.
Some organ-level dosimetry software, including OLINDA,

allows users to modify reference phantom organ masses to
approximate patient-specific dose calculations. These approaches

typically involve linearly scaling the self-S contributions from
weakly penetrating radiations (a-particles and electrons) with
inverse mass, whereas photon self-S contributions are scaled
inversely with the two-thirds power of the mass (32). This approach
assumes that source–target proximity is invariant on changes in
organ mass or patient shape. This approach is reasonable when the
phantom already recapitulates the salient morphometry of the patient
or patient population subset (e.g., for small mass variation in larger
spheric organs) but may be subject to considerable errors when, for
example, scaling reference phantom S values to match patients of

FIGURE 5. Comparison of organ-level dosimetry computed with reference phantoms in modern and legacy dosimetry software. Note overall improved
agreement betweenmesh reference adults and output of IDAC-Dose 2.1, where anatomically equivalent phantoms were represented by different formats
(i.e., mesh vs. voxel). MRCP5 mesh reference computational phantom.
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much smaller or much larger overall size. As the percentile-specific
phantoms account for gross size variation across patients, they
would serve as a better basis for patient-specific organ S-value
scaling.

CONCLUSION

Using newly developed computational phantoms, we provide
patient-dependent dose coefficients and revised reference dose
coefficients for 18F-FDG. Differences in patient morphometry
imparted large deviations in dose coefficients for the upper and
lower 10th percentile extremes of patient height and weight (up to
640% relative to the reference patient). Although our work was
limited to 18F-FDG, greater impact is expected for longer-lived
isotopes in imaging. These data pertain to stochastic risk estimates
and should not be used for individual patient management, but the
methodology described may support optimization of administered
activities in clinical practice.
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KEY POINTS

QUESTION:Can the influence of patient size on 18F-FDG dosimetry
be elucidated using newly developed patient-dependent
phantoms?

PERTINENT FINDINGS:Dose coefficients for 18F-FDGwere shown
to vary by up to640% across the 10th–90th percentiles for standing
height and weight across the Caucasian adult patient population.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PATIENT CARE: Implementation of the
current state-of-the-art phantom libraries into modernized dosim-
etry software will foster greater accuracy in dosimetry and ultimately
support optimized strategies for personalized nuclear medicine.
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